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Background

‘Aware’１ is a platform which allows for the publication and syndication of media.

Its development focuses upon mobility and collective publication of media from

networked mobile devices to groups of people rather than to other individuals.

‘Aware’ explores the shift from users as consumers, to users as both creators and

consumers of media. The ‘Aware’ platform focuses heavily upon the contextual

relationships between media contributions, including proximity, location and

temporality. The platform employs a strategy of working from the lowest common

technological denominator to maintain flexibility and inclusiveness; open-source

solutions within proprietary networks; human relationships and experience;

context and situatedness.

‘Aware’ is designed to be used as both a design tool and a production

environment, and has been built to support ongoing projects which actively

explore the focus of the platform. Projects that have used the ‘Aware’ platform

operate in the field of socially-engaged arts, interaction/participatory design,

mobile technology development, creative/commercial-research partnerships, and

pedagogical workshops. As producers we have co-ordinated workshops and

engaged in practice-led research; examining the merging of traditionally polar

activities as ‘participant’ and ‘audience’ within the field of mobile-media based

practices. Investigating how social groups might use pervasive networked media-

capture devices, we are interested in asking questions such as: how/why they

might use them? What existing practices can be augmented via the use of these

new technologies?

When work on ‘Aware’ began in early 2003, Blogs２ were not yet beginning to shift

into the mainstream, Flickr３ didn’t exist, and the use of ‘tags’ or ‘folksonomies’４

to add arbitrary ‘organic’ hooks for organising media were not yet a popular

means of annotation. ‘Aware’ as a platform was fundamentally a response to the
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lack of tools for exploring the issues of collective mobile media sharing practices,

and the role of context in meaning-making and interpretation. Our approach was

to create an inclusive set of inputs that allowed anyone with very basic and very

pervasive technologies to contribute.

We aimed to examine the structure of what was contributed; how could users add

their own contextual relationships to their contributions, and more importantly,

what were the contextual relationships? How could they be structured so as to be

inclusive of technologies (such as SMS, which do not lend themselves to such

things easily)? The solution to this issue was to create a syntax which clustered

data into two categories, the first type is objective context, i.e. data that can be

processed in a standardised form by the system. A good example of objective

context is time. The other type of context is subjective. Subjective data is data

the system cannot process, but another human can process to create meaning,

for example, ‘tags’ like ‘New York’ or ‘travelling’.

Overview

Once a platform was developed, there was still a lack of approaches for working in

the field of mobile media due to a need for communicative and pedagogical

frameworks. Directly related to this was a lack of available equipment or

resources. This is an issue that goes beyond not having devices – one which is

ongoing – due to the update cycles of mobile devices, and the need to have not

one or two, but several devices, all of which require data connections. The

category of technologies we are using is not yet fully developed, therefore have a

tendency to be 'buggy', and general user interactions are underdeveloped.

Importantly, we aimed to be participatory and include people in our process. Due

to the shortcomings mentioned above, this generally means that contact time

with participants is often also too short, and so as a result, precious. Additionally,

there was the need to develop methods that address specific ‘discrete’ aspects of

the research that include defined contextual relationships, for example, the

contributor of media.

Furthermore, there emerged a need to be able to experiment quickly with

conceptual ideas, brainstorming and prototyping implementations in the then
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underdeveloped field of activity, without which our interactions would take a long

time to test and develop. Amplified by the issues and short comings of any

software development cycle, our work became immersed in technological

development. As producers we decided that we needed to address these issues

and develop working practices that could overcome as many of these issues as

possible.

‘Aware: rengo’ Workshop

The ‘Aware: rengo’ workshop５ took place over a 3-month period in June-August

2005 in Helsinki (FI), and explored notions of context and shared experience,

using the rules and logic of renga６ (the historically-precedental collaborative

poetry practice originating from Medieval Japan) as an introductory framework.

The participants of the workshop were 5 multi-disciplinary university students who

were not familiar with practices of capturing media with mobile devices and using

contextual information to assist the meaning-making process. A set of activities

were needed that produced a familiarisation with the introduced technology

(mobile media-capture devices) and required participants to observe their

environment from a different perspective. The resultant experiences of the activity

were presented during the Helsinki-located 'ISEA2004: wireless experience'

Conference, by both 'Aware' producers and the 'rengo' workshop participants.

The early stages of preproduction identified central issues relating to experience

and context. Investigating these issues required approaches that were both

adaptive and selective. As producers, we decided to create exercises that had

fixed starting points but would deviate in various directions. Each exercise was

constructed around several constants or fixed rules; limits that tightened

participatory focus from looking at everything around them, to creatively filtering

out that which didn’t fit within those limits. In parallel to these fixed rules, there

were several variables that could be changed as the activity progressed in real-

time – such as intensity and mode of capture – monitoring the responses of the

participants as they enacted changes. This methodology aimed to pin-point the

specific successful aspects of collaborative, order-based and contextual media

sharing.
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Devised direction

In retrospect, aspects of the process that we engaged in during the ‘Aware: rengo’

workshop bear comparison to devised performance, dramaturgy and direction.

Employed as a stance to derivate from traditional theatre praxis, ‘devising’ –

arranging, planning, inventing, scheming – performance and direction adopts

processual ‘flight-lines’. These ‘flight-lines’ are continually recycling between

action and analysis, to open up and bifuricate forms such as plot, character,

chance and habits.

It is described by dramaturge and pedagogical director Torunn Kjølner as a “loose

way of production”, where “you can start with anything but it is not production to

just start with anything, but actually with something”７. The following paragraphs

are based upon her description of the ‘devising-decision-making’ process, in

relation to performance theatre:

As a collaborative practice, this 'loose' production process involves different stages

of ownership. It starts with notions of group activity and collectivism, responding

to ‘something’ in a action which generates material. Objects ‘around’ (in the

surrounding environment) are identified for attention. The following verbs

describe some, or all, of the shared processes that may be made on this material:

re-searching, re-inventing, deterritorialising, re-evaluating, re-constructing

human praxis, re-examining, re-assessing, re-articulating. This stage should be

expansive in materials, but culminate in selections and compositions.

However, direction is then necessary with additional ‘glue’ provided by the

‘director’, and awareness of ‘magic moments’, ‘findings’, and the destructive forces

of ‘overworked improvisation’. Importantly, decisions have to be made, normally

by the ‘director’ of the activity. Limits, rules and constants, such as time-frames,

are identified as being beneficial to actions or the doings made within them.

Following decisions, rehearsals are then made towards final performance.

In summary, this laboratory approach and process aims to remove notions of

organic growth or development which negates the acknowledgment of decision-

making, and the consequences of them.
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‘Aware: shared mobile experience(s)’ Master-class

The ‘Aware: shared mobile experience(s)’ master-class was a 4-day workshop

with 10 leading Australian media artists and researchers in the emerging mobile

discourse. This workshop was facilitated by dLux Media Arts Centre and took place

in Sydney (AU) in January 2005８. It was an opportunity to share our expertise,

practice and experience working with mobile devices, with peer artists and

researchers.

The master-class focused on working methodologies, approaches, technological

architectures, and solutions for working in the mobile discourse. It consisted of

discussions, hands-on exercises and technical sessions. The sessions were an

opportunity to formalise the emerging working methods developed throughout the

project, and in particular during the 'rengo' workshop. In reflection after the

'rengo' workshop, there was a realisation that (as producers) we were creating

small discretely-structured activities that followed the ‘particpation logics’ inspired

by renga collaborative poetry practice. This observation became the foundation of

the framework we would come to develop for the Master-class in Sydney.

Two external projects influenced our thinking at this point: Firstly, the ‘Video card

game’ developed at The Mads Clausen Institute for Product Innovation, University

of Southern Denmark９; and secondly, ‘Mobile Probes’ developed at University of

Art and Design Helsinki１０. Both of these projects share an approach that employs

a combination of technology and paper-based activities.

For the ‘Aware’ pedagogical development, adopting the use of paper-based

arrangement methods complimented processes in the ‘Aware: rengo’ workshop

activity, and allowed us to work in real-time, with or without various technologies

such as data connections. This approached aimed to allow ourselves (as

producers) and workshop participants to explore aspects such as contextual

relationships in material form, using coloured string and labels.

Further, we developed a framework which identified the various elements

involved, and broke down the task of putting together discrete exercises. For

example, we identified the goals of an activity so as to concretely evaluate any
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potential outcome, and considered the social aspects of it as a collaborative

activity: How many people would take part? Who are they? Would they work as

individuals or in groups? Also, the discrete activities or exercises were themselves

broken down into an ‘action list’ – a step by step outline of the activity. A period of

discussion and reflection followed the completion of the activity. This framework

allowed us to develop and refine strategic questions to guide and focus discussion.

Preproduction using this framework also meant that we could plan in detail and

run through the exercises mentally before they took place, making adjustments

where needed, identifying and organising materials. Critically, it allowed for a

structured timetable, and predetermined limits for an activity that helped to focus

both participants and producers. The framework also provided participants with

step-by-step instructions when explaining exercises.

During the master-class we used our framework and preexisting content from

‘Aware’, providing a basis for participants to complete each exercise, without using

mobile devices. During reflection, we discussed the choices that we had made (as

producers) structuring the activity and rational for various choices. When

technology was used during the workshop, it was done mostly to highlight

problematic issues and the 'shear scale' of attempting to support all the devices

and methods of contribution that are available.

‘Aware: lydhoer’ Workshop

The ‘Aware: lydhoer’ workshop took place February 2005, at the Academy of the

Arts (KHiO) in Oslo (NO), with 5 multi-disciplinary students１１. This workshop also

involved exercises and discussions, that focused attention to the aspects of our

everyday living that we wish to share among ourselves as a group, and also

eventually, represent to an audience outside the group. It conceptually was based

upon the notion of 'attention', and the thresholds of 'being aware', and 'listening

to others' using remote, networked telecommunications. Hence, issues of shared

experience, absent presence, and aesthetics of mobile media were the focus of

activity and discussion.

As in previous workshops, discrete exercises were given to the participants.
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However, in comparison, a key structure development of the 'lydhoer' workshop

was how we combined the 'Aware' platform, and the 'ContextPhone' software,

developed by researchers at University of Helsinki１２.

The 'ContextPhone' software, installed on the mobile device, allowed participants

to go out into the field with it and capture media - annotating it with tags and

comments as they go – immediately uploaded and processed on the ‘Aware’

platform１３. Once in 'Aware', the contributions can be formatted and presented

using various formats. For example, paper-based output or ‘bare-bones’ XHTML

web pages for retrospective styling and ordering. During the ‘lydhoer’ workshop,

we combined the immediacy of publishing that 'ContextPhone' software provides,

and paper-based output to present a hard copy of the participant’s material upon

their return from an exercise; complete with both media and contextual

metadata, in a format suitable for cutting up and arrangement by hand.

For example, this was enacted with the group in one particular exercise – 'Blind

Date'１４. This activity was based upon the concept of going on an imaginary

'blind-date', doing some things together, and documenting the different points of

view as the occasion unfolds. The participants were free to decide how

performative or not this activity was to be enacted. Upon return from the

exercise, the related and individually contributed media sent to the 'Aware'

platform was printed out onto individual sheets of paper. The participants then

researched, reassessed, re-articulated, and rearranged the material, through

collaborative discussion and reflections upon the physical placement of the paper-

based materials in real space – literally, stuck up on the wall. Based on this

outcome, a simple webpage was created using the bare bones XHTML output of

digital media materials on the 'Aware' platform, for online viewing of the decided

representational order１５.

Conclusion

In summary, efforts initiated by the 'Aware: rengo' workshop have developed and

matured a flexible, participatory framework. Starting from participatory design

and devised performance methodologies during 'rengo' experiences, we developed

during the 'Aware: shared mobile experience(s)' master-class, and established
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methodologies that do not rely on mobile technologies. Based on those previous

experiences, the ‘Aware: lydhoer’ workshop successfully combined and extended

working practices of paper-based arrangement, with the practice of capturing

mobile media using networked mobile devices. The combination of introductory

exercises and gathered materials facilitated decision-making, discussion and

meaning-making processes. A process was followed, which initially employing

paper representations connected with coloured string and labels, before shifting

focus towards digital and online environments, to create artefacts realised

collaboratively by the workshop participants.
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１ http://aware.uiah.fi
２ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blog
３ http://flickr.com
４ http://www.adammathes.com/academic/
computer-mediated-communication/folksonomies.html
５ http://aware.uiah.fi/rengo
６ For more information about the historical and contemporary practices of renga, consult:
Kenneth Yasuda, Japanese Haiku: its essential nature and history (Tuttle Publishing, Boston,
2001); Bruce Ross, How to Haiku: a writers guide to haiku and related forms (Tuttle
Publishing, Boston, 2002); Pierre Francois Souyri, The World Turned Upside Down: Medieval
Japanese Society (Columbia University Press, NY, 2001), 170-173.

７ Quoted from lecture presentation by Torunn Kjølner, at the 'Three Ecologies' lecture series
held at the Theatre Academy of Helsinki, June 2005.

８ http://dlux.org.au/mobile/aware.html
９ http://www.infenv.itee.uq.edu.au/esl2004/publications/ace_brereton_155.pdf
１０ Sami Hulkko, Tuuli Mattelmäki et al., 'Mobile Probes', in Proceedings of the third Nordic
conference on Human-computer interaction (ACM International Conference Proceeding
Series; Vol. 82), 2004.

１１ http://loca.uiah.fi:2500/lydhoer/published/HomePage
１２ http://cs.helsinki.fi/group/context/
１３ http://aware.uiah.fi/packet/index.php?id=lydhoer%20oslo
１４ http://loca.uiah.fi:2500/lydhoer/published/Blind+date
１５ http://aware.uiah.fi/lydhoer/blinddate.html


